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BONDS  

US 10y 19.779% 
UK 10y 46.3380% 
JPN 10y 8.889% 
GER 10y 17.756% 
FR 10y 26.558% 
IT 10y 16.096% 

COMMODITIES

Oil Brent  $90.2 
Oil WTI $83.9 
Natural gas Europe $59.10 
Natural gas U.S. $7.76 
LNG, Japan $21.70 
Gold $1,681 

CURRENCIES

USD Index 
Highest: 114.78 
Lowest:107.68 
EUR/USD
Highest:1.0199 
Lowest: 0.9535 

EQUITIES

S&P 500 -13.19% 
NASDAQ -10.50% 
DJIA -8.83% 
FTSE100 -5.36% 
CAC40 -5.92% 
DAX -5.61% 

STOCK 
INDICES

p. 18-19

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK WEALTH MANAGEMENT

Kyriaki 
Balkoudi
Markets 
Editor

entiment turned increasingly pessimistic in September, when re-
cessionary fears, monetary tightening and geopolitical uncer-
tainty hit capital markets hard. Emerging markets joined the club
in losing ground, underperforming developed markets for the

first time in months, ending a run of outperformance. September was an-
other tough month for US equity markets, following on from August’s
woes. Stocks pulled back sharply again, rounding out the worst start to
the year since the 2008 global financial crisis. The U.S. Federal Reserve
raised  the federal funds rate by 75bps, in line with expectations, bringing
it to a target range of 3.00% to 3.25%, its highest since March 2008. Ris-
ing US interest rates added more strength to the US dollar, sending both
the euro and the yen to lows not seen in more than 20 years. Shares in
Europe tumbled as eurozone's annual inflation rate jumped to 10% in Sep-
tember, reaching double-digits for the first time ever. The European Cen-
tral Bank continued their tightening cycle raising interest rates to the
highest level since 2011 even if that means sacrificing economic growth
in the months ahead. Uncertainty about energy supply also weighed on
sentiment. Meanwhile, eurozone business activity contracted for a third
consecutive month in September as the economic downturn deepened.
In the UK, a new fiscal plan proposing large tax cuts, energy subsidies,
and sizable borrowing sent the pound tumbling, which required an inter-
vention by the Bank of England to stabilize the gilt market. Elsewhere,
Czech, Poland and Hungary lagged most in Europe, Middle East, Africa
(EMEA), given their vulnerability to the Russian-Ukraine conflict. The
general global risk-off sentiment negatively impacted Asian markets. Chi-
nese equities ended the month down despite inflation being lower than
expected. Other economic data suggested that China’s economy was los-
ing momentum. The renminbi temporarily fell to the lowest level since
2008 with policymakers unwilling to support the currency.  In Japan,
stocks were noticeably down. The Japanese government was forced to
intervene in the foreign exchange market for the first time in 24 years
after the yen weakened past 144 per dollar. The Bank of Japan maintained
its key short-term interest rate at -0.1% during its September meeting. 

S

AMERICAS:
The broad S&P 500 Index 
had its biggest monthly 
losses since March 2020.

EUROPE: 
The pan-European STOXX 
Europe 600 Index sank 
6.57% in September

ASIA: 
Japan's Nikkei 225 Index 
dropped 7.67% to close at 25,937, 
its lowest level since July 1.

EUROPE

STOXX600

-6.57%
(Sept. 2022)

US

S&P 500

-9.34%
(Sept. 2022)

ASIA

NIKKEI 225

-7.67%
(Sept.2022)
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MERGERS & 
ACQUISITIONS

he high inflationary environment
is having an impact on corporate
real estate decision making, a

new survey conducted by US-based
CoreNet Global has found. According
to the survey, 62 percent say that the
current rate of inflation is having an
impact on real estate decisions. Of
those: More than half, 54 percent, are
consolidating locations. Forty-two per-
cent are reducing the size of leases they
are signing. Forty-one percent are loo-
king for more cost-effective buildings
and lower rents. Thirty-seven percent
are signing fewer leases. 34 percent say
that annual escalations are 100 basis
points higher than normal. While ne-
arly 60 percent of the respondents say
that their company is in growth mode,

75 percent expect the U.S. economy to
slip into recession by the end of 2023
and 72 percent expect the global eco-
nomy to slip into recession by the end
of 2023. Forty-four percent say that
compared to prior to the pandemic their
overall corporate real estate footprint
has decreased; 21 percent say that it
has increased, and 34 percent say that
it has stayed the same. Between now
and 2025, 39 percent expect an in-
crease in the size of their corporate real
estate portfolio, 42 percent expect a de-
crease, and 19 percent say that it will
stay the same. The survey was conduc-
ted in June-September 2022 and yiel-
ded 175 responses from all regions
including North America, Europe, Asia
and the Middle East.

Fighting inflation puts economy
at risk Stellantis CEO says

High inflation is affecting
corporate decision making

FRANCE - AUTO INDUSTRY

WORLD - REAL ESTATE
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Tavares also hinted that the deficiency in the supply of
semiconductor chips may be fixed by the end of next year

Findings from a new survey by CoreNet Global 
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Photo: Carlos Tavares, Chief Executive Officer at carmaker Stellantis

FRANCE
Frederic Oudea, the outgoing chief exec-
utive of French bank Societe Generale,
told Reuters on Oct. 4 that crisis situa-
tions such as the ones being experienced
at present were not the best environment
for European banking sector mergers and
acquisitions (M&A) deals. He added that
cross-border banking mergers were not
for today or tomorrow  and that while
SocGen could end up with "one or two
transactions", any such deal would not be
systemic. 

US & CANADA
There were 627 announced insurance
agency mergers and acquisitions during
the first three quarters of 2022, down
from 668 in 2021, according to OPTIS
Partners' M&A database. It was the sec-
ond-highest recorded total for this nine-
month period. The data covers U.S. and
Canadian agencies selling property-and-
casualty insurance, agencies selling both
P&C and employee benefits, and those
selling only employee benefits. Data in
2022 was expanded to include life/finan-
cial services, consulting, and other busi-
nesses associated with insurance
distribution.

ASIA/PACIFIC
A total of 12,936 deals (mergers & acqui-
sitions, private equity, and venture fi-
nancing) were announced in the Asia
Pacific region during the first quarter to
the third quarter of 2022, which repre-
sents a 2.5% growth compared to 12,618
deals during the same period in 2021, an
analysis of GlobalData’s Financial Deals
Database reveals. A total of 1,108 deals
were announced in the Asia Pacific re-
gion in September, which is a decline of
22.9% compared to the previous month.
China, India, Japan, South Korea, Aus-
tralia, Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia
witnessed decline in deal volume by
23.6%, 12.5%, 33.8%, 31.2%, 21.3%,
17.1%, 14.3% and 26.7%, respectively. 

MENA
Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
mergers and acquisition transactions to-
talled US$69.7bln in the first nine months
of this year, 17% less than the value
recorded during the same period in 2021.
Despite the decline in value, the number
of deal announcements in the region in-
creased 5% from last year to the highest
first nine-month total since Refinitiv's
records began in 1980.  MENA outbound
M&A totalled US$27.9 billion, up 70%
compared to the value recorded during
the same period in 2021 and a 13-year
high.

NEW ZEALAND
London-headquartered Ernst & Young
Limited has acquired New Zealand-
based Red Moki. Financial terms of the
deal were not disclosed. Red Moki,
founded in 2017, is based in Auckland,
New Zealand. Red Moki’s areas of ex-
pertise include ServiceNow, SaaS,
ITSM, CMDB, customer service man-
agement, security operations, human re-
sources, project delivery, BAU support,
ITOM, ITIL, application development
and CI/CD implementation.

arlos Tavares, the head of
carmaker Stellantis, warned
that the fight against inflation
risks a downturn in the eco-
nomy. "Moving forward, infla-

tion will have to go down because higher
interest rates are now taking care of it. But
it will be at the cost of some slowdown in
the economy, eventually also at the cost of
an increase in unemployment," Tavares told
the Paris Car Show. However, he hinted
that the deficiency in the supply of semi-
conductor chips may be fixed by the end of
2023. "So I think inflation will be under
control within one or two years," he added.
Over the past couple of years, shortages of
semiconductor chips have forced global au-
tomakers to scrap production plans for mil-
lions of cars. Shortages are now easing, but
at a new and permanent cost to the car com-
panies. In France, shortages keep weighing
on manufacturers' sales. While new car re-
gistrations increased by 5% last month they
remained down nearly 12% since the start
of the year. The semiconductor shortage has
hurt the bottom lines of other industries too.
Technology companies like Samsung and
Apple have taken a beating too because of
the drought, which is hardly surprising
given their reliance on chips. However, the

dearth has also become a huge geopolitical
issue. The semiconductor industry will
double in size to more than $1tn by 2030,
and China will
account for ap-
p r o x i m a t e l y
60% of that
growth, accor-
ding to the Semi-
c o n d u c t o r
Industry Asso-
ciation and Bos-
ton Consulting
Group. In order
to catch up, the
US – and the EU
too for that mat-
ter – has laun-
ched several
initiatives to re-
duce its reliance
on foreign semi-
conductor manu-
facturers. Amsterdam-headquartered
Stellantis is a multinational automotive ma-
nufacturing corporation formed in 2021 on
the basis of a 50–50 cross-border merger
between the Italian-American conglomerate
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles and the French
PSA Group. 
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Inflation
will have to
go down be-
cause higher
interest rates
are now ta-
king care of
it. But it will
be at the cost
of some
slowdown in
the economy
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Online retailers got a strong boost from
the Covid-19, but that proved to be
short-lived. Research from the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) based on
Mastercard data from across 47 coun-
tries from January 2018 to September
2021, shows that for the most part on-
line sales are above the pre-pandemic
level but have fallen from peaks
achieved in 2020. That raises the ques-
tion of how permanent the growth in on-
line sales will be – especially as sales
both online and in person are now af-
fected by soaring inflation as life is be-
coming more expensive and consumers
are reluctant to consume.  In what
would be the first time ever, e-com-
merce revenues are forecast to shrink y-
o-y in 2022. That's according to the
latest forecast from the Statista Digital
Market Outlook. Still, the expected neg-
ative growth is to be taken in the context
of the previous forecast for 2022, which
projected $481 billion more revenue by
the end of the year. Supply chain issues
is the largest single weakening factor,
with inflation also playing a significant
part in the downwards revision. The
widely expected global recession and
subsequent increases in unemployment
leave the e-commerce sector significant
hurdles to overcome before it can finally
get back on track. 

2019   2020  2021  2022

3,843 

4,229

3,266 
2,632 

3,748

July
2022

Forecast

Global e-commerce
revenue from 
2019 to 2021

and forecasts for
2022

( in Billion U.S Dollars )



Nouriel Roubini is one of
the world's leading voices in
global economics forecast-
ing. He is the chairman of
Roubini Macro Associates
LLC, an economic consul-
tancy firm. He is Professor
Emeritus (2021-present) and
was Professor of Economics
(1995-2021) at the Stern
School of Business, New
York University.

he United States and the
rest of the world are set to
experience an unpleasant
period of decline that
combines the worst of the
2008 financial crisis and

1970s-style stagflation, famous econo-
mist Nouriel Roubini has warned. In an
interview with Bloomberg's Odd Lots
podcast on Oct. 20, the CEO of
Roubini Macro Associates and author
of the new book “MegaThreats: Ten
Dangerous Trends That Imperil Our
Future, And How to Survive Them,”
says the recession will drag the global
markets down due to high levels of
debt, making it difficult for the Federal
Reserve to maintain 2 per cent infla-
tion. "It's going to get ugly, the reces-
sion, and you'll have a financial crisis,"
he said. “Dr Doom”, who earned his
nickname for predicting the 2007-2008
crash, sees a rolling series of supply
shocks as drivers of global stagflation,
which refers to an economic cycle
characterized by slow growth and a
high unemployment rate accompanied
by inflation. In other words, we'll have
a severe downturn before we get relief

from inflation. Roubini also compared
the current outlook to the 1970s when
the world suffered weak growth and el-
evated inflation. Efforts to tame high
inflation plunged the US into a deep re-
cession. But unlike the 1970s he says,
high levels of private sector debt will
make it harder to fight higher prices,
and that central banks will reverse
course as things start to break in finan-
cial markets. "Inflation is not going to
fall fast enough because you have the
negative supply shock," Roubini said.
"Remember when you have negative
supply shock, you get a recession and
high inflation," he added. "We're not
going to get a fall in inflation that's
rapid enough to go to 2%." Roubini
also said we have to brace for a crash
worse than the 2008 – when the col-
lapse of the investment bank Lehman
Brothers and other financial institu-
tions led a major market crash. Swiss
banking giant Credit Suisse is one
major European lender under signifi-
cant pressure in 2022. Over the past
year, Credit Suisse's stock value has
plummeted, with the company's market
capitalization dropping over 50% as in-

vestors fret about the bank's liquidity.
"This is just the beginning of that
pain," Roubini said. "Wait until it's real
pain." "And then you have a major fi-
nancial institution that may crack
globally, not in the US maybe now,
but certainly internationally," he
added. "There are a couple of firms
that are huge and systemic. They
can go under. You might have an-
other Lehman effect." The market
and economic pain caused by rate in-
creases will be too much to bear for
central banks. They’ll eventually give
up on their monetary policy tightening
before inflation. "The Fed will have to
wimp out. You'll have a severe reces-
sion and you'll have a financial market
shock," he said. "I don't believe central
banks when they say 'we're going to
fight inflation at any cost,' because
they have a delusion of either a soft
landing or a hard landing that is short
and shallow — two quarters of nega-
tive growth and then you return to
growth and easing," Roubini added.
"That's not going to happen." Dr Doom
sees private equity and credit funds,
hedge funds, shadow banks, and

shadow corporations imploding and
expects the recession to hit in late
2022, last for the whole of 2023 and

predicts it to be long and ugly. 
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Brace for a crisis 
worse than the

There are a
couple of

firms that are
huge and syste-
mic. They can go
under. You might
have another
Lehman effect.

“Dr Doom” sees private equity and credit funds, hedge funds, shadow banks, and shadow corporations imploding and ex-
pects the recession to hit in late 2022, last for the whole of 2023 and predicts it to be long and ugly.
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BANKING &
FINANCE

Central Banks

effrey Sachs says the
world, for the first
time since the 1970s,
is at risk of entering

a period of  stagflation. Just as
was the case 40 years ago,
when he published his first
book, "The Economics of
Worldwide Stagflation," there
are many factors in play. “Sev-
eral are under our own control.
As in the 1970s, we must look
to a mix of conditions, includ-
ing disruptions to global supply
chains, monetary policy, and
geopolitics" the professor who
has served as adviser to three
UN Secretaries-General, and
currently serves as an SDG
Advocate under Secretary-
General António Guterres says.
In an opinion piece at CNN in
May, Sachs argues that the first
factor in the current inflation is
the highly expansionary mone-
tary policy in recent years. “The
Federal Reserve issued more
dollars between December
2019 and December 2022 ($3
trillion) than in the preceding 23
years. The monetary base (cur-

rency plus bank reserves)
soared as the Federal Reserve
bought up vast quantities of
Treasury bills and bonds used to
finance Covid-19-related
budget deficits. Advocates of
so-called modern monetary the-
ory told us not to worry, on the
dubious idea that we could print
money without inflationary
consequence -- or at least we'd
know just what to do if inflation
started to rise. Well, it's far past
time to worry. ” According to
Sachs, high inflation is here to
stay for the next couple of years
“under almost any realistic sce-
nario but there are several steps
we should be taking now to help
bring inflation under control.”
Last month, at the 2022 Athens
Democracy Forum, the profes-
sor said “the solution in [this
world] is to speak with each
other more […]

“The real struggle of the
world is to live together
and overcome our com-
mon crises.”

Risk of entering
a period of world-
wide stagflation
There are several steps we should be taking
now to help bring inflation under control

J

EMERGING
ECONOMIES

ECONOMICS 
in BRIEF

●OCTOBER 3
GERMANY: Manufacturing PMI (Sep)
UK: Manufacturing PMI
US: ISM Manufacturing PMI (Sep)
AUSTRALIA: RBA Interest Rate Decision
(Oct), RBA Rate Statement  

●OCTOBER 4
US: JOLTs Job Openings (Aug)

●OCTOBER 5
UK: Composite PMI (Sep), Services PMI (Sep)
US: ADP Nonfarm Employment Change (Sep), ISM
Non-Manufacturing PMI (Sep), Crude Oil Inventories

●OCTOBER 6
EUROZONE: ECB Publishes Account of Monetary
Policy Meeting  
US: Initial Jobless Claims

●OCTOBER 7
US: Nonfarm Payrolls (Sep), Unemployment Rate

●OCTOBER 12
UK: GDP (YoY),  GDP (MoM), Manufacturing Produc-
tion (MoM) (Aug), Monthly GDP 3M/3M Change
US: PPI (MoM) (Sep), EIA Short-Term Energy Outlook,
FOMC Meeting Minutes  

●OCTOBER 13

GERMANY: German CPI (YoY)
US: Core CPI (MoM) (Sep), CPI (YoY) (Sep), CPI (MoM)
(Sep), Initial Jobless Claims, Crude Oil Inventories

●OCTOBER 19
UK: CPI (YoY) (Sep)
EUROZONE: CPI (YoY) (Sep)
US: Building Permits (Sep), Crude Oil Inventories
AUSTRALIA: Employment Change (Sep)
CHINA: PBoC Loan Prime Rate

●OCTOBER 20
US: Initial Jobless Claims, Philadelphia Fed Manufac-
turing Index (Oct), Existing Home Sales (Sep)

●OCTOBER 23
CHINA: GDP (YoY) (Q3), Industrial Production (YoY) (Sep)

●OCTOBER 24
GERMANY: Manufacturing PMI (Oct)
UK: Composite PMI, Manufacturing PMI, Services PMI

●OCTOBER 26
US: New Home Sales (Sep)
CANADA: BoC Monetary Policy Report, BoC Interest
Rate Decision, BOC Press Conference

●OCTOBER 27
EUROZONE: Deposit Facility Rate (Oct), ECB Mar-
ginal Lending Facility, ECB Monetary Policy Statement,
ECB Interest Rate Decision (Oct), ECB Press Confer-

ence, ECB President Lagarde Speaks 
US: Core Durable Goods Orders (MoM), GDP (QoQ)
(Q3), Initial Jobless Claims
JAPAN: BoJ Monetary Policy Statement, BoJ Outlook
Report (YoY)  

●OCTOBER 28
JAPAN: BoJ Press Conference 
GERMANY: GDP (QoQ) (Q3)
RUSSIA: Interest Rate Decision (Oct)
GERMANY: CPI (YoY) (Oct)
US: Core PCE Price Index (MoM) (Sep), Pending Home
Sales (MoM) (Sep)
CANADA: GDP (MoM), GDP (MoM) (Aug)

●OCTOBER 30
AUSTRALIA: Retail Sales (MoM) (Sep)
CHINA:  Manufacturing PMI (Oct)

●OCTOBER 31

EUROZONE: CPI (YoY) (Oct)
CHINA: Caixin Manufacturing PMI
AUSTRALIA: RBA Interest Rate Decision (Nov) 
SOUTH AFRICA: M3 Money Supply (YoY) (Sep),
Private Sector Credit (Sep)
SWITZERLAND: Retail Sales (YoY) (Sep)
HONG KONG: GDP (QoQ), GDP (YoY) Preliminary,
M3 Money Supply (Sep)
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Jeffrey D. Sachs 
is a professor and director
of the Center for Sustain-
able Development at Co-
lumbia University

%
Swedbank has maintained
its Lithuanian GDP forecasts
for 2022 and 2023 intact
compared to those published
in August, at 2% and zero,
respectively.

%
Financial analysts part of
CFA Romania see the Ro-
manian leu depreciating to
an average exchange rate of
5.0797 unit to the euro in the
next 12 months and inflation
hitting an average value of
9.59%.

%
CareEdge economists ex-
pect the Indian economy to
grow at 7% in FY23, infla-
tion is seen at 6.8% while
they expect the Reserve
Bank of India to hike the
repo rate 25-35 bps in the
December meeting.

- %
South Africa’s economy is
likely in a technical reces-
sion, Gina Schoeman, an
economist at Citibank
South Africa, said at the
Bloomberg Capital Mar-
kets Forum in Johannes-
burg on Oct. 19. South
Africa’s GDP contracted
0.7% in Q2 compared
with downwardly revised
growth of 1.7% in the pre-
vious three months. 

CANADA
The Bank of Canada raised the target for
its overnight rate by 50bps to 3.75% in
its October meeting, below broad ex-
pectations that pointed to a more aggres-
sive 75bps increase. Still, it marked the
sixth consecutive rate hike, adding to the
350bps in interest rate increases in the
current tightening path and pushing bor-
rowing costs to their highest since 2008.
On the inflation front, the central bank
expects annual consumer price growth
to decline from the current 6.9% to
around 3% by the end of next year.

HUNGARY
At its Oct. 25 meeting, the Monetary
Council of the Hungarian National Bank
(MNB)  left the base rate unchanged at
13%. The MNB will maintain a tight
monetary policy with high interest rates
until the country's risk perception im-
proves significantly, which will ensure
that inflation expectations moderate,
deputy-governor Barnabas Virag said
after policymakers left the interest rate
corridor unchanged. Headline and core
inflation topped 20% in September.

EUROZONE
The European Central Bank is ex-
pected to go ahead with another unusu-
ally high interest rate hike on Oct. 27.
The ECB raised rates by a bigger than
expected 75 basis points in September
and signaled further hikes should be
delivered in coming months, with mar-
kets pricing in already a further 75
basis point increase this month.

KENYA
Kenya’s Central Bank has started nego-
tiations with telecommunication firms
with a view to separating mobile money
activities from other businesses to en-
hance governance and minimise shocks 

JAPAN
Entering the final six months of his
decadelong stint at the helm, Bank of
Japan Gov. Haruhiko Kuroda on Oct. 27
will stick with the central banking
world’s last remaining negative interest
rate, according to 49 economists.

Risk of global reces-
sion in 2023
WORLD: The heads of the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund and World Bank
warned of a rising risk of a global re-
cession as advanced economies slow
and faster inflation forces the Federal
Reserve to keep raising interest rates,
adding to the debt pressures on devel-
oping nations.

Recovery after Ian at
slower pace
US: Fitch Ratings expects the recovery
after Hurricane Ian to go at a "slower
pace" in comparison to past hurri-
canes. Nevertheless, the report noted
that "ratings of US public finance is-
suers affected by Hurricane Ian will
largely remain stable."

S&P upgrades
Nicaragua
NICARAGUA: S&P Global Ratings
said it upgraded the Central American
country  by one notch to B with a stable
outlook, based on an economic recovery
driven by "external demand thanks to
rising exports" and "strong remittances
sustaining domestic consumption."

House prices will
fall 8%
UK:  House prices will decrease by 8%
in 2023 and then almost stagnate for
the following four years, Lloyds Bank-
ing Group has predicted. The Bank of
England's benchmark interest rate is
2.25%, and Lloyds warned that this
could peak at 4% in 2024 before
falling back.

Inflation spikes 7.3%
AUSTRALIA: Consumer prices in
Australia surged 7.3% on year in the
third quarter of 2022, exceeding ex-
pectations for an increase of 7.0% and
accelerating from 6.1% in the previous
three months. 
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rowth in the Asia and Pacific
region is expected to slow
down in 2022 and 2023, re-
flecting headwinds from global
financial tightening, the war in

Ukraine, and the sharp and uncharacteris-
tic slowdown of the Chinese economy,
said the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) in its Regional Economic Outlook:
Asia and the Pacific. “Asia’s strong eco-
nomic rebound early this year is losing
momentum, with a weaker-than-expected
second quarter. We have cut growth fore-
casts for Asia and the Pacific to 4 percent
this year and 4.3 percent next year—down
by 0.9 and 0.8 percentage points, respec-
tively, compared to the April World Eco-
nomic Outlook—which are well below the
5.5 percent average over the last two
decades. Despite this, Asia remains a rela-
tive bright spot in an increasingly dim-
ming global economy,” noted Krishna
Srinivasan, Director of the IMF’s Asia and
Pacific Department. The IMF also identi-
fied downside risks for the region, which
may prove to be persistent. The first head-
wind is global financial tightening. The
Federal Reserve has become much more
aggressive in tightening their monetary
policy as US inflation remains stubbornly
high. This has translated into tighter finan-
cial conditions for Asia. The second head-
wind is the Russian-Ukrainian conflict.
The main impact on Asia has been through
commodities prices, which spiked and
have remained high. Most—but not all—
countries in Asia have seen a deterioration
of their terms of trade, and this has been
an important factor behind currency depre-
ciations so far this year. The third head-
wind is the sharp and uncharacteristic

slowdown in China. The IMF has marked
down Chinese growth for 2022 to 3.2 per-
cent, its second-lowest level since 1977,
reflecting the impact of the zero-COVID
lockdowns on mobility and the crisis in the
real estate sector. This slowdown is esti-
mated to have important spillovers to the
rest of Asia through trade and financial
links. While inflation rose more modestly
in Asia during 2021 than it did in other re-
gions, the sharp bout of volatility in global
commodity markets put additional pres-
sure on Asia’s headline inflation in the first
half of 2022. This increase has been driven
by rising food and fuel prices—particu-
larly in Asian emerging market and devel-
oping economies—but also reflects higher
core inflation as the region recovers. Asia
is especially vulnerable to large losses if
the global economy fragments into rival
trading blocs, the IMF  warned.

ASIA - GROWTH

Asia Pacific remains a relative
bright spot  despite downside risks 
Asia’s growth is expected to slow amid headwinds including rising interest
rates, the spillover from the Ukraine conflict and China’s slowdown

G

SOUTH EAST 
EUROPEAN
ECONOMY

BULGARIA
The annual inflation rate in Bulgaria accelerated
to 18.7% in September, from 17.7% in the prior
month, the statistics office reported on Oct. 17.
It was the highest reading since May of 1998.
Inflation has been rising for 19 consecutive
months but started speeding up in the past sev-
eral months due to surging energy prices. 

CROATIA
Registrations of new commercial vehicles in
Croatia decreased by an annual 11.4% to
6,558 in the first nine months of this year, the
European Automobile Manufacturers' Associ-
ation, ACEA, said. Registrations of new light
commercial vehicles of up to 3.5 tonnes
dropped by 16.4% on the year to 5,271 vehi-
cles in the January-September period. Regis-
trations of new medium and heavy
commercial vehicles of over 3.5 tonnes to-
talled 1,123, up 12.6% on the year.

CYPRUS
Economic sentiment in Cyprus improved this
month as the Economic Sentiment Indicator
(ESI-CypERC) increased by 0.4 points com-
pared with September. According to the Eco-
nomic Research Center of the University of
Cyprus, the marginal increase in the ESI-
CypERC was driven by confidence gains in
services and retail trade. In October, economic
uncertainty in Cyprus remained broadly stable
at around the level registered in September. 

MOLDOVA
Moldova’s agricultural output in terms of
value decreased by 18% to 28.2 billion lei
(1.46 billion euro) in comparable prices in the
first nine months of 2022 y-o-y, mainly due to
a drop in plant production, the country's sta-
tistical office said. Plant production fell by an-
nual 23.5%, and covered 78% of the total
agricultural production in the first nine
months of 2022.

ROMANIA
Romanian government analysts improved the
2022 GDP growth forecast. The National Strat-
egy and Forecast Commission's (CNSP) eco-
nomic growth estimate for this year is 4.6%, 1.1
percentage points above its summer forecast.
On the other hand, the CNSP revised down-
wards its economic growth projection for 2023
from 3.7% to 2.8 %. Meanwhile, the consumer
price index is seen remaining above 15% at the
end of this year, respectively 15.2%, and will
decrease to 8% in 2023 and to 3.7% in 2024. 

SERBIA
The employed population in Serbia totalled
2,308,955 in Q3 2022, up by 21,496 or by
0.9% relative to Q3 2021, the national statis-
tical office RZS said. According to RZS
1,856,035 of the total employed people
worked for legal persons and that 397,247
were entrepreneurs, employees of entrepre-
neurs and self-employed people, while 55,673
people were registered as individual agricul-
tural producers. 

SLOVENIA
Industrial production in Slovenia grew by an
annual 4.8% in August accelerating by 4.2 pp
from a month earlier, statistical office data re-
leased on Oct 10 revealed. The annual growth
of industrial production in August was the
biggest so far this year.On a monthly basis, the
production increased by 1.2% in August after
dropping by 1.2 % in July.

round the world, central banks
have aggressively hiked interest
rates in an attempt to tackle
record-high inflation. But, over

the last two weeks, several G10 central
bankers have all been hinting that the big-
ger part of their series of aggressive rate
hikes may be behind them. Why such a
sudden change of heart? Because they are
beginning to fear that an already weak
global economy will stall if they raise rates
too fast. This has fuelled market specula-
tion that central banks may be heading for
a "pivot"-a change in direction towards
smaller rate hikes that would lower infla-
tion without wreaking havoc in the econ-
omy and markets. The Federal Reserve,
which governs the world's reserve cur-
rency and sets the tempo for world finan-
cial markets, has started a debate over how

much higher it can safely push borrowing
costs.“All in all, the rapid transition from
negative to positive interest rates comes
with unwarranted side effects, particularly
as it (intently) coincided with ample liq-
uidity. These side effects are losses for
central banks which have triggered the
first central banks to quickly withdraw ex-
cess liquidity and others are likely to fol-
low. For the ECB, the easiest and least
controversial way forward is a reversed
tiering of the deposit facility. This option
would not be as counterproductive to fur-
ther rate hikes as offsetting potential losses
by printing new money or asking govern-
ments for capital injections would be”
Carsten Brzeski,  Global Head of Macro at
ING wrote in an article titled “Can central
banks go bust?”on Oct.12 on the bank's
website.

A PHOTO

Carsten Brzeski is an 
economist and  Global 

Head of Macro at Dutch 
banking giant ING

ANALYSIS

Can central banks go bust in such
macroeconomic environment ? 

slowdown in China. The IMF has marked
down Chinese growth for 2022 to 3.2 per-
cent, its second-lowest level since 1977,
reflecting the impact of the zero-COVID
lockdowns on mobility and the crisis in
the real estate sector. This slowdown is es-
timated to have important spillovers to the
rest of Asia through trade and financial
links. While inflation rose more modestly
in Asia during 2021 than it did in other re-
gions, the sharp bout of volatility in global
commodity markets put additional pres-
sure on Asia’s headline inflation in the first
half of 2022. This increase has been driven
by rising food and fuel prices—particu-
larly in Asian emerging market and devel-
oping economies—but also reflects higher
core inflation as the region recovers. Asia
is especially vulnerable to large losses if
the global economy fragments into rival
trading blocs, the Fund said.

Advanced Economies    ⎪ EMDE  ex.China   ⎪ China

ASIA PUBLIC DEBT GROWTH

The rapid transition from negative to positive interest rates comes with un-
warranted side effects warns ING’s head of Macro Brzeski 
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orn to a South African fa-
ther and a Canadian mother
in 1971, in Pretoria, South
Africa, Elon Musk showed
early on a talent for IT and

entrepreneurship. 
At age 10 he taught himself computer pro-
gramming and two years later he made his
first software sale. At age 17, he moved to
Canada but he left in 1992 to study at the
University of Pennsylvania, where he
graduated with an undergraduate degree
in economics and a bachelor’s degree in
physics. 
In 1995, he moved to California to begin
a PhD in applied physics and materials
science at Stanford University, but left the
program after two days to pursue his en-
trepreneurial aspirations in the areas of the
Internet, renewable energy and outer
space. Musk became a multimillionaire in
his late 20s when he sold his web software

company, Zip2 to a division of Compaq
Computers. Never one to rest on his lau-
rels, Musk founded spaceflight company
SpaceX in 2002 and a year later the elec-
tric carmaker Tesla Motors. In 2016, he
co-founded Neuralink, a neurotechnology
company focused on developing brain–
computer interfaces, and he founded The
Boring Company, a tunnel construction
company. In October 2022 Musk pur-
chased social media platform Twitter. His
two main goals this year (according to a
post on his Twitter account): 
“Starship to orbit” and “FSD wide re-
lease”  referring to Tesla's long-awaited
full self-driving (FSD) beta  for all Tesla
owners. With an estimated net worth of
around $195 billion, the lifelong technol-
ogist and entrepreneur is the wealthiest
person in the world according to both the
Bloomberg Billionaires Index and
Forbes's real-time billionaires list.

B
One of America's most exciting, unpredictable, and ambitious entrepreneurs, Musk is a visionary who strives to drive
humanity toward a better future and hopes his visions will deliver better lives for all the people on this Earth

Elon Reeve Musk, is one of the most striking figures in business
history. The 51-year-old serial entrepreneur, is the founder, CEO, and
chief engineer of SpaceX; CEO and product architect of Tesla; founder
of The Boring Company; co-founder of Neuralink and OpenAI; pres-
ident of the Musk Foundation; and owner and CEO of Twitter, Inc. A

modern homo universalis who excels in multiple disciplines, Musk has
been dubbed a mad genius and has often said he's not in business simply
to make money. He dedicates his energies and his own vast fortune to
make his innovative ideas a reality but remains cautious in order to make
sure technology is used in ways it serves the human welfare. 

Kyriaki 
Balkoudi
Editor

First Starship
orbital launch 
Formed by Musk in the hopes of revolutioniz-
ing the aerospace industry and making affordable
spaceflight a reality, Space Exploration Tech-
nologies Corp. (SpaceX) designs, manufactures
and launches advanced rockets and spacecraft
with the goal of reducing space transportation
costs and enabling the colonization of Mars. In
2012, SpaceX was the first private company to
send a spacecraft to the International Space Sta-
tion. The company is targeting early December
2022 to launch its Starship rocket system into
orbit for the first time, a pivotal demonstration
flight as it aims to fly NASA astronauts to the
moon in the next few years, Reuters reported cit-
ing a senior NASA official.

s
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Elon Musk:  Ambitious,
Visionary, Wants a Better
Future for All
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fter months of drama and legal challenges, political and
media players and social media users woke up on Oct.28,
2022 to a new reality: The world’s wealthiest person closed
his blockbuster purchase of Twitter. Musk had originally

committed to buying the company in April 2022 -with Twitter agree-
ing to sell itself for $54.20 a share (roughly $44 billion in total)- but
soon soured on citing concerns that the number of fake accounts,
also known as bots, on the platform was higher than Twitter claimed.
He officially informed the company in July of his intentions to ter-
minate the agreement. Twitter sued Musk to force him to go through
with the purchase. 
The fight saw the two sides face off in lengthy court filings, private
messages and bitter public spats on Twitter. Musk, who could have
paid a $1bn break-up fee to walk away, completed his $44 billion
takeover of Twitter, according to a filing with the US Securities and
Exchange Commission on Oct. 27, 2022. The reason Musk, a self-
professed “free-speech absolutist,” bought the platform, he said in
the statement, was to create “a common digital town square where
a wide range of beliefs can be debated in a healthy manner, without
resorting to violence.” After formally taking control of Twitter Musk,
a prolific user of the platform but also one of its loudest critics,  left
no doubt who’s in charge of the company. He immediately fired top
Twitter executives including CEO Parag Agrawal, whom he re-
placed as CEO. He renamed himself “Chief Twit” on his official
bio, and  tweeted “the bird is freed.”
When the deal closed, Musk also took the company private. In other
words, you can no longer purchase shares of Twitter on the stock
market. Speaking of the stock market, Tesla's stock market value
sank by more than $125 billion the next day in reaction to the Twitter
deal, causing Musk to lose around $30 billion of his net worth.
Speaking of losses, Twitter has rarely been profitable. Since becom-
ing a publicly traded company in 2013, its only profitable years were
in 2018 and 2019. 
The company, founded in 2004, ended 2021 with $5 billion in rev-
enue and 217 million daily users globally. Musk said in an interview
in April that owning Twitter "is not a way to sort of make money".
"Twitter has become kind of the de facto town square. So it’s just
really important that people have both the reality and the perception
that they’re able to speak freely within the bounds of the law," he
said. How exactly Musk will govern one of the most influential
media platforms though, is an open question. What’s for sure it that
in the coming weeks and months, Twitter will likely see some big
changes to its content moderation systems. Some of the platform
users breathe a sigh of relief  while others are anxious. The acquisi-
tion also promises to extend Musk’s influence on a mighty social
media platform that shapes how hundreds of millions of people com-
municate and get their news.

Common digital
town square
under Elon Musk's 
ownership and 
leadership

FIGURES

10kids
The Tesla founder has be-
come a father of 10 chil-
dren with three women.
In an interview with the
WSJ in 2021, he said civi-
lization is going to crum-
ble if people don’t have
more children.  

$100mln
Musk,  who co-founded
PayPal, was able to start
SpaceX with $100 mil-
lion he earned when
eBay acquired PayPal.

$ 80 mln
Since they first started
arriving in Ukraine last
spring, the Starlink
satellite internet termi-
nals made by SpaceX
have been a vital source
of communication for
Ukraine’s military. So
far roughly 20,000 Star-
link satellite units have
been donated to
Ukraine, with Musk
tweeting the “operation
has cost SpaceX $80
million and will exceed
$100 million by the end
of the year.” 

$18.69 bn
Tesla brought in $18.69
billion in automotive
revenue in Q3 2022 to
represent an increase of
55% year over year.

10 %
In June 2022, Musk re-
vealed plans to fire
10% of Tesla's work-
force, due to his con-
cerns about the
economy. That same
month, he suspended
remote work at SpaceX
and Tesla. SpaceX has
12,000 employees.
Tesla has 110,000 em-
ployees.

$ 54.2 pps
Trading in Twitter
shares were frozen on
Oct. 28 following Elon
Musk acquisition. Twit-
ter shareholders will re-
ceive $54.2 per share
on their holdings as
part of the deal.

$25 mln
Musk is the president of
the Musk Foundation
From 2002 to 2018, the
foundation gave $25 mil-
lion directly to non-prof-
its, nearly half of which
went to Musk's OpenAI,
a not-for-profit AI com-
pany.

TWITTER

TESLA INC.

A

The vision of a
new era for the
global auto 
industry
Named after Serbian American inventor Nikola Tesla, Tesla
Inc., formerly (2003–17) Tesla Motors is a  manufacturer of
electric vehicles, solar panels, and batteries for cars and home
power storage. As the co-founder and CEO of Tesla, Musk
leads all product design, engineering and global manufactur-
ing of the company's products. 
The first Tesla product, the Roadster sports car, debuted in
2008, followed by the Model S sedan, which was introduced
in 2012, and the Model X SUV, which launched in 2015.  In
2016, Tesla  acquired Solar City -the largest solar panel in-
staller in the US- becoming the world’s first vertically-inte-
grated sustainable energy company.  In 2017, Tesla began
deliveries of Model 3, a mass-market electric vehicle with
more than 320 miles of range, and unveiled Tesla Semi, which
is designed to save owners at least $200,000 over a million
miles based on fuel costs alone. 
Also in April 2017, it was announced that Tesla had surpassed
General Motors to become the most valuable U.S. car maker.
In 2019, Tesla unveiled Cybertruck, which will have better
utility than a traditional truck and more performance than a
sports car, as well as the Model Y compact SUV, which began
customer deliveries in early 2020.  
In 2021, the company had the most worldwide sales of battery
electric vehicles and plug-in electric vehicles, capturing 21%
of the battery-electric (purely electric) market and 14% of the
plug-in market (which includes plug-in hybrids). Also, in Oc-
tober 2021, Tesla's market capitalization reached $1 trillion,
the sixth company to do so in U.S. history.  As of October
2022, Tesla offers four car models: 
Model S, Model 3, Model X and Model Y. Cybertruck is ru-
mored to hit the roads in 2023. Since the company’s inception
in 2003, Tesla’s mission has been to accelerate the world’s
transition to sustainable energy.
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lobal FDI flows in the second
quarter of 2022 reached an esti-
mated $357 billion, down 31%
from the first quarter and 7% less
than the quarterly average of

2021, reflecting a shift in investor sentiment
due to the multiple crises, the war in Ukraine,
rising inflation and interest rates, and fears of
a coming recession, according to Unctad’s
quarterly trend monitor report. 
Flows over the first half of 2022 were still up
as the strong growth momentum of 2021 was
maintained in the first quarter. Flows to deve-
loped economies were 22% lower in the se-
cond quarter of 2022 compared to the average
of 2021, at an estimated $137 billion. In Eu-
rope, flows to EU countries were up 7%,
while in European countries outside the EU
inflows fell by more than 80%. Inflows in
North America were 22% lower as cross-bor-
der M&As targeting United States firms more
than halved. FDI flows to developing econo-
mies as a group showed resilience, increasing
by 6% to $220 billion, but driven mostly by
continued growth in several large emerging
economies. Flows to Latin America and the
Caribbean and to developing Asia were up,
maintaining strong first quarter momentum,
while flows to Africa nearly dried up comple-
tely. 

FDI trends in selected
EMs in H1 2022
China reported a continued upward trend,
with 18% higher inflows in the second quarter
compared to last year and strong investment
in high-tech industries. 
Most ASEAN economies reported lower in-
flows in Q2, with Malaysia and Viet Nam the
exception (+37% compared to 2021 and +15%,
respectively). FDI inflows to India were signi-
ficantly higher in both Q1 and Q2, on course
to exceed the record level seen in 2020; green-
field investment project announcements remai-
ned buoyant. Flows to Brazil remained strong
in both Q1 and Q2, at more than 80% above
the level of 2021, mainly driven by high rein-
vested earnings. o Flows to Mexico were shar-
ply lower in Q2 after strong inflows in Q1. o
Inflows to South Africa were down 80% com-
pared to the anomalously high level of 2021,
but remained sizable historically. 

New investment
project announce-
ments 
New investment project announcements, an
indicator of forward trends, weakened in the
first three quarters of 2022. The number of
greenfield project announcements (mostly in
industry) fell by 10%; the number of inter-
national project finance deals (mostly in in-
frastructure) stagnated at the 2021 level. In
both cases, monthly numbers show a dow-
nward trend. The biggest declines in new in-
vestment project announcements were
registered in developed economies, in Latin
America and in Central Asia. 
Project numbers fell across most industries,
with few exceptions, notably in extractives
and petrochemicals. Greenfield project va-
lues still increased due to a few large an-
nouncements concentrated in electricity and
gas supply. The outlook for global FDI in
2022 remains bleak due to the multiple on-
going geopolitical and economic crises. Ti-
ghtening financial conditions and heightened
investor uncertainty are visible in the decli-
ning monthly trends in new project announ-
cements. Lingering strong financial results
of multinationals following the record profits
in 2021, and continued growth in individual
emerging markets could dampen the dow-
nward effect. Shifting needs in the energy
sector could also push up investment in se-
lected industries, according to the report. “In
the World Investment Report we released in
June, we said that there will be a downward
trajectory. 
Now, we’re simply saying that it is happe-
ning,” James Zhan (pictured), Unctad’s di-
rector of investment and enterprise, told fDi,
having previously said that the prospects for
global FDI were “gloomy” amid the crises in
fuel, food and finance. In June, Mr Zhan had
added that the majority of the world’s 1000
largest multinationals had downgraded their
2022 earnings forecasts, compared with be-
fore the Russia-Ukraine conflict. 
He continued that this was particularly nota-
ble among companies reliant on fossil fuels
and primary commodity inputs- prices which
have skyrocketed in recent months. 

ESTONIA: Gridio, an Estonian
smart energy start-up, has raised one
million euros in a funding round led by
The Sharing Group, Link Capital and
Specialist VC. The Gridio app, which
provides insight into the best time to
use electricity, makes it easy for con-
sumers on dynamic tariffs to save
money. The investment will be used to
launch the Gridio app in Europe. 

HUNGARY: Slovankian pri-
vate equity firm Sandberg Capital has
completed the acquisition of a majority
stake in Hungary's Green Fox Acad-
emy, which organises coding boot-
camps, through the Sandberg
Investment Fund II. The transaction
was closed in late September and is
Sandberg’s first investment in Hungary.

S.AFRICA: Talk360, a South
African Voice over Internet Protocol
(VoIP) startup, has raised an additional
$3 million, bringing the total invest-
ment raised in the round to $7 million.
Talk360’s latest investors include Allan
Gray E2 Ventures (AGEV), Kalon
Venture Partners, E4E Africa, En-
deavor, existing lead investor HAVAÍC
and a number of angel investors, in-
cluding Tjaart van der Walt and Coen-
raad Jonker.  Talk360 plans to use the
new funding to launch a pan-African
payment platform next year and grow
its VoIP market share. 

UAE: OLX-backed EMPG, the
largest online classifieds platform in
emerging markets, has raised US$200
million from Affinity Partners and Pro-
sus. New investors like KCK and Aca-
cia Partners also joined the round. The
firm will invest most of the fresh funds
in its technology platform and remain
focused on its core markets, which are
already cash-flow positive and growing
sustainably. EMPG’s flagship products
are Bayut, Dubizzle, Zameen, OLX
(Pakistan, Egypt, Lebanon), and
Lamudi.

AUSTRALIA: Cleantech
startup Greener has raised $4 million in
seed funding, led by NAB Ventures
with participation by RealVC. The dig-
ital platform aims to help users make
greener choices regarding what they
spend their money on. Users can track
their spending by connecting their bank
accounts.

CANADA: Canadian Startup
SRTX won $1 million Grand Prize at
Startup World Cup 2022. SRTX is a
materials science innovator and sus-
tainable textiles manufacturer that de-
velops ultra-durable fabrics and
clothing using new materials and smart
production systems. This yields better
textiles while creating less waste.  The
competition was judged by an all-fe-
male panel of six venture capital in-
vestors, including partners from Khosla
Ventures, Norwest Venture Partners,
IBM, Race Capital, Hanhai BioLabs,
and Mighty Capital. 

INVEST in
STARTUPS FDI decline

to continue
in 2023

REPORT

G
SOURCE:  UNCTAD Quarterly trend monitor report

Global foreign direct investment flows are on a downward
trajectory amid multiple ongoing crises

INVESTMENT
Statistics

Fresh Funding
Rounds

%
A new study by Bank of America
Private Bank reveals that 75% of
investors between the ages of 21
and 42, compared to 32% of in-
vestors over age 43, do not think
it’s possible to achieve above-av-
erage returns solely with tradi-
tional stocks and bonds.  Eighty
percent of young investors are
looking to alternative invest-
ments, such as private equity,
commodities, real estate, and
other tangible assets. They allo-
cate three times more of their in-
vestment portfolios to alternative
strategies (16%) and half as much
to stocks (25%) than older in-
vestors (5% and 55%, respec-
tively).

$ mln
Foreign investors invested BRL
2.38 billion (US$450 million) in
the secondary segment of Brazil's
B3 stock market (already listed
shares) on Oct. 3.,  the largest in-
flow since Aug. 19.

£ bn
Britain’s secret property market
saw almost £30.9bn worth of
property transactions last year,
the highest annual market value
in well over a decade, according
to an analysis by real estate in-
vestment vehicle Alliance Fund.
Figures show that in 2021, 98,235
homes are estimated to have been
sold off-market, a 51.4% increase
on the previous year.

€ mln
Non-residents’ direct investment
in Romania totalled EUR 6,474
million in January-August 2022
(compared with EUR 4,420 mil-
lion in January-August 2021), of
which equity (including the esti-
mated net reinvestment of earn-
ings) and intercompany lending
recorded net values of EUR 4,204
million and EUR 2,270 million,
respectively, National Bank of
Romania data showed, National
Bank of Romania data showed.

$ bn
Domestic investors bought over
$30 billion worth of stocks in the
first half in India, helping to prop
up the market. According to stock
exchange data, foreigners have
invested $6.4 billion in Indian eq-
uities since the start of July, after
dumping over $27 billion-worth
over the previous six months.

%
Up to 90% of fund managers
globally are in danger of losing
further market share over the next
decade as organic growth grinds
lower and competition ramps up,
according to a new study by fi-
nancial technology firm, Broad-
ridge. There are too many asset
managers supplying the industry,
the study says.

WORLD                                   -7%

DEVELOPED ECONOMIES   -22%

DEVELOPING ECONOMIES    6%

FDI INFLOWS
2021 QUARTERLY AVERAGE - 2022  Q2 GROWTH RATES
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NEW ZEALAND: ANZ, the NZ arm
of the Australasian banking giant, has reported a
12% y-o-y decline in funds under management
(FUM) to $34.3b during the 12 months to the end
of September. The double-digit FUM fall followed
a string of events over the period including “the
transfer of KiwiSaver default customers to other
managers, Bonus Bonds wind up distributions, and
market downturn”. “Many of our customers have
taken the opportunity to pay down debt and increase their savings.
This caution is wise given the dark clouds on the horizon,” Antonia
Watson, ANZ NZ chief (pictured) said. 

US: Truist Foundation and Truist Charitable Fund announced a $2
million grant to Black Business Investment Fund Inc. (BBIF), a com-
munity development financial institution (CDFI) built to foster the
creation and expansion of Black businesses by providing loans, edu-
cation and training services. 

ROMANIA: Franklin Templeton, in its capacity as Alternative
Investment Fund Manager and sole director of Romania's Fondul Pro-
prietatea (FP), announced it added a new point on the agenda of FP’s
Nov. 15 shareholder meeting, namely the listing of the shares held by
FP in Romanian state-owned hydropower producer Hidroelectrica ex-
clusively on the Bucharest Stock Exchange (BVB) - as suggested by
the Government of Romania. The agenda still includes the proposal
for the dual-listing of Hidroelectrica's shares as well. "We will try to
complete the listing of Hidroelectrica as soon as possible, but from
where we are today, the optimal window of opportunity looks to be
March-April 2023," Franklin Templeton deputy CEO Marius Dan
(pictured) told Reuters on Oct.11. 

UK: Andromeda Capital Management has its eyes on rising rates
as its "biggest opportunity." Andromeda's chief investment officer Al-
berto Gallo told Financial News London that his newly launched firm,
which has $200m in assets under management, is aiming to drive that
figure to $500m over the next 12 months.

HONG KONG: Guotai Junan International Holdings Lim-
ited launched on Oct. 26 the "China Funds Festival", inviting five
leading Chinese fund companies in Hong Kong, namely CSOP Asset
Management, ChinaAMC Fund (Hong Kong), Bosera International,
E Fund Management (Hong Kong) Co., Limited and Guotai Junan
Asset Management (Asia), to participate in a live broadcast and dis-
cuss market trends and investment strategies with investors. Mean-
while, the company launched a limited Zero-fund subscription fee
offer.

ITALY: DeA Capital Real Estate SGR, part
of the DeA Capital Platform has launched its first
pan-European fund reserved for institutional in-
vestors: DeA Capital Real Estate Investment Fund
I. With a fund raising target of up to €500 million,
the Luxembourg-based Fund (RAIF) will invest
across the main European markets in office prop-
erties and, to a smaller extent, in hospitality and re-
tail assets. “This pan-European ESG fund with a
built to core strategy is perfectly aligned with risk diversification on
different markets,” remarked Emanuele Caniggia (pictured), Head of
Real Estate of DeA Capital. 

MEXICO: The Mexico Fund, Inc.  announced on Oct.28 that
the Board of Directors of the Fund and Impulsora del Fondo México,
S.C., the Fund's investment adviser, have renewed the Fund´s Expense
Limitation Agreement (ELA) between the Fund and Impulsora. The
ELA was initially announced on March 12, 2019, with the objective
to support the long-term performance of the Fund and to further the
interests of Fund stockholders by continuing to deliver a competitive
investment vehicle providing exposure to Mexican equities.

S.ARABIA: VC firm Merced has announced the launch of
its sustainability fund, with a fund size of $100 million, to be the first
to establish a non-governmental investment fund specialized in sus-
tainability technologies and applications. The establishment of the
fund follows the Kingdom's commitment to sustainability through its
Vision 2030.The Merced Sustainability Fund leverages the unique en-
trepreneurial and private industry expertise of its team (including
NASA, NEOM, Red Sea, AMAALA, Jahez, etc.) to source high-
growth companies globally for investment and lead the next genera-
tion of private investment into Saudi Arabia to support governmental
programs using private venture capital to help build a layer of SMEs
that typically generate 60-90% of jobs and GDP. 

INVESTMENT 
FUNDS

orningstar’s inaugu-
ral Global Investor
Portfolio Study
shows that there is

no such thing as an average in-
vestor. For the study, the lead-
ing provider of independent
investment research, combed
through statistics for 14 key
wealth markets, representing
all key regions as well as the
two largest emerging markets, 
China and India. According to
the report, there is wide diver-
gence in portfolio preferences
based on an investor’s loca-
tion—local market practices
and investment culture, retire-
ment safety net, and regulatory

landscape often drive in-
vestors’ financial needs and
their appetite to take risk in
portfolios, along with the
availability of financial prod-
ucts and how they are distrib-
uted, how investors approach
portfolio construction, the
magnitude of home bias, and
the overall asset allocation of
portfolios.
The increasing domination of
defined-contribution retire-
ment schemes in several mar-
kets, which commence upon
entry to the workforce, means
that investors are familiar with
equity market volatility and
tend to build or be defaulted

into more-aggressive portfo-
lios with higher equity weight-
ings and lesser bond and cash
exposure. This includes coun-
tries such as Australia, 
New Zealand, the United King-
dom, and the United States. In
contrast, markets with defined-
benefit schemes and, in some
cases, supported by universal
healthcare and a comprehen-
sive social security net, show a
reduced need for self-reliance
and feature investors who are
typically more conservative
and take lesser equity market
risk in portfolios. This includes
countries such as France, Ger-
many, and Japan. 

PHOTO:  Matias Möttölä, CFA Director, Manager Research EMEA at Morningstar
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Demystifying 
investor
portfolios in
a diverse
world 

Billionaire investor
Ray Dalio who
founded Bridgewater
Associates 47 years

ago, has handed over control of
the $150 billion hedge fund to
a new generation of investors,
the firm said. The 73-year-old
founder of the world’s largest
hedge fund has transferred his
majority stake to the board but
remains a “meaningful” owner
of the company. He will now
hold a position as a member of
the operating board, senior in-
vestor and as a mentor to the
firm’s CIOs.  “It’s hard to over-
state the importance of this mo-
ment for Bridgewater and Ray.
Ray founded Bridgewater 47
years ago and, over a decade
ago, set out on this journey to
transition it,” co-CEOs Nir Bar
Dea and Mark Bertolini wrote
in an email to employees on
Tuesday (Oct. 4) shared on
Bridgewater’s website. “This
process wasn’t easy and we
didn’t always agree, but to-
gether, we’ve now finished

something that very few firms
or founders have accom-
plished, shifting from being a
founder-led boutique to being
an enduring institution led suc-
cessfully by the next genera-
tion. Looking forward, Ray
will continue as a CIO mentor,
an operating board member,
and will remain an important
part of our community.”
Dalio began transition plans as
far back as 2010, but had diffi-
culty finding successors he was
comfortable with. In recent
years, he took key steps toward
his goal, stepping down from
the CEO role in 2017 and the
chairman role at the end of
2021.  “This transition moment
is the culmination of a 47-year
journey,” Dalio said on Twitter.
"I didn't want to hold on until I
died," he told Bloomberg.
journey,”
Dalio was born in 1949 in,
New York.  He received a bach-
elor's degree in finance from
Long Island University (CW
Post) and an MBA from Har-

vard Business School. After
completing his studies, Dalio
worked on the floor of the New
York Stock Exchange and in
1975, he founded Bridgewater
Associates 

Ray Dalio cedes control
of Bridgewater
He intends to be an investor, board member and mentor 
until the day he dies

F

Ray Dalio Founder of
the world's biggest
hedge fund firm,
Bridgewater Associates

Ray 
Dalio
Bio
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LAGGARDS

-10.50%
NASDAQ

(USA)

-9.34%
S&P 500

(USA)

-8.83%
DJIA

(USA)

-7.67%
NIKKEI 225

(JAPAN)

0%
BOVESPA
(BRAZIL)

-5.92%
CAC40

(FRANCE)

-5.36%
FTSE 100

(UK)

-5,61%
DAX

(GERMANY)

-7,34%
ASX 200

(AUSTRALIA)

-13.69%
HANG SENG

(H.KONG)

-7.15%
TASI 

(S.ARABIA)

It was a tough month for world equities as all regions ended September lower. A challenging macroeconomic en-
vironment continues to play out, as markets wrestle with rising rates, slowing growth and geopolitical risks con-

tinue. The MSCI World ($) sank 9.6%.

NYSE JSE team up
The New York Stock Exchange and the Johan-
nesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) on Oct. 10 signed
a memorandum of understanding to collaborate
on the dual listing of companies on both ex-
changes. The NYSE and the JSE also agreed to
jointly explore the development of new products
and share knowledge around ESG, ETFs and dig-
ital assets.

GPW’s New Market
A new market will be launched on Warsaw Stock
Exchange (GPW) to list shares introduced to trad-
ing by Introducing Market Makers without con-
sent of the issuer. The first trading session on
GlobalConnect is scheduled for 4 November.
With the new market, investors will be able to buy
and sell shares of the largest and best-known for-
eign companies on GPW. 

Project “Eden” Kicks Off 
For the first time in Israel, the Ministry of Finance
and Tel Aviv Stock Exchange prepare for the is-
suance of government bonds on a Blockchain
platform.  The process will include a pilot issuance
of digital government bonds by digital-asset tech-
nology leaders, VMware and Fireblocks.
VMware’s Blockchain was involved in the Bank
of Israel’s trial issuance of a digital shekel. 

STOCK EXCHANGES ANNOUNCEMENTS

-5.55%
SSE COMP

(CHINA)

5. ASIA PACIFIC

AUSTRALIA: Sydney ASX, ASX200:                -7.34% 
BANGLADESH:Dhaka DSE,DSEX BROAD:     0.90%
CHINA: Shanghai SSE, Composite:                   -5.55%
CHINA: Shenzhen SZSE, Composite:                 -8.78%
HONG KONG:H.Kong HKEX,HANG SENG:   13.69%
INDIA: Mumbai NSE, NIFTY50:  -3.74%
INDIA: Mumbai BSE, SENSEX:                        -3.54%
INDONESIA: Jakarta IDX, Comp:                      -1.92%
JAPAN: Tokyo TSE, NIKKEI225:                       -7.67%
MALAYSIA:Kuala Lumpur BM,FTSE KLCI:  7.77%
NEW ZEALAND: Wellington NZX, NZX50:   -4.61%
PAKISTAN: Karachi PSE, KSE100:                     -2.89%
PHILIPPINES: Manila PSE, PSE:  -12.80%
SOUTHKOREA: Busan KREX, KOSPI:             -12.81%
SRI LANKA: Col. CSE, ASI                                 9.48%
TAIWAN: Taipei TPEX,TWII                             -11.07%
THAILAND: Bangkong SET, SETI  -3.02% 

4. AFRICA

COTE D'IVOIREAbidjan,BRVMComposite    0.74%
EGYPT: Cairo EGX, EGX30:  -1.71%
KENYA: Nairobi NSE, NSE20:  -1.91%
MAURITIUS: Port Louis SEMDEX:  1.11%
MOROCCO: Casablanca CASA SE, MASI:    -4.25%
NAMIBIA: Windhoek NSX, FTSE NSX OI:  -3.4%
NIGERIA: Lagos NSE, ASI                             -1.63%
SOUTH AFRICA: Johannesburg JSE,Top40: 5.51%
TANZANIA: Dar Es Salaam DSE, DSE        -17.43%
TUNISIA: Tunis BVMT, TUNINDEX:  2.66%
UGANDA: Kampala USE,ASI -1.32%
ZIMBABWE: Harare ZSE,INDZI:                   12.46%  

2. EUROPE

AUSTRIA: Vienna WIENER BORSE, ATX :  -7.14%
BELGIUM: Brussels EURONEXT, BEL20:   -6.01%
BOSNIA-HERZ: Banja Luka BLSE, BIRS:   1.23%
BOSNIA-HERZ: Sarajevo SASE, SASX10:   1.20%
BULGARIA: Sofia BSE, SOFIX:          -4.11%
CROATIA: Zagreb ZSE, CROBEX:   -4.72%
CYPRUS: Nicosia CSE, Main Market Index:   2.30%
CZECH REPUBLIC: Prague PSE, PX:               -4.30%
DENM:Copenhagen NASDAQ,OMXC20:        -9.72%
FINLAND: Helsinki NASDAQ, OMXHPI:       -6.97%
FRANCE: Paris EURONEXT, CAC40:               -5.92%
GERMANY: Frankfurt FWB, DAX:                    -5.61%

GREECE: Athens ATHEX, General Composite:  -7.41%
HUNGARY: Budapest BSE, BUX:   -9.64 %
ICELAND: Reykjavik NASDAQ, OMXIPI        -8.29%
IRELAND: Dublin EURONEXT, ISEQ:  -9.55%
ITALY: BORSA ITALIANA, FTSE MIB:   -4.22%
MONTENEGRO: Podgorica MNSE, MNSE10:       n/a
NETHERLANDAmsterdamEURONEXT,AEX:  -5.83%
NORWAY:Oslo OSLOBORS EURONEXT,OBX: 10.62%
POLAND: Warsaw GPW, WIG20 (PLN):   -9.84%
PORTUGAL: Lisbon EURONEXT, PSI20:   -11.55%
ROMANIA: Bucharest BVB, BET (RON):   -11.77%
RUSSIA: Moscow MOEX MOEX                      -18.45%
SERBIA: Belgrade BELEX, BELEX15:               -2.34%
SLOVAKIA: Bratislava BSSE, SAX:   -0.16%
SLOVENIA: Ljubljana LJSE, SBITOP:               -14.78%
SPAIN: Madrid BME, IBEX35:                               -6.59%
SWEDEN: Stockholm NASDAQ, OMXS30:   -4.75%
SWITZERLAND: Zurich SIX:  SMI                       -5.41%
TURKEY: BORSA ISTANBUL, BIST100:              0.28%
UK: London LSE, FTSE100:   -5.36%

3. MIDDLE EAST

BAHRAIN: Manama BAX                                              -1.88%
JORDAN: Amman ASE, All Share                                     -3.12%
IRAQ: Baghdad ISX, ISX Index:                                         3.33%
ISRAEL: Tel Aviv TASE TA35   -8.80%
LEBANON: Beirut BSE, BLOM                                        -4.09%
OMMAN: Muscat MSM 30   -1.24%
PALESTINE: Ramallah PEX, AL-QUDS 1.22%
QATAR: Doha QSE, QE   -5.44%
SAUDI ARABIA: Riyadh TADAWUL, TASI                   -7.15%
UAE: Abu Dhabi ADX, General.   -1.25%  

1. AMERICAS

ARGENTINA:Buenos AiresBCBA,MERVAL: 2.11%
BRAZIL: Sao Paulo B3, BOVESPA:   0%
CHILE: Santiago SSE, IPSA:    -6.01%
CANADA: Toronto TSX,TSX Composite:  -4.59%
COLOMBIA: Bogota BVC, COLCAP:  -8.15%
JAMAICA: Kingston JSE, ASI Composite:  1%
MEXICO: Mexico City BMV, IPC:   -0.65%
MEXICO: Mexico City BIVA, FTSE BIBA: -0.29%
PERU: Lima BVL, S&P Lima General:  3.16%
USA: New York NYSE, DJIA:    -8.83%
USA: New York NYSE, S&P500:                         -13.19%
USA: New York NASDAQ, Composite:               -10.50%
VENEZUELA: Caracas BVC, Bursatil,  -6.85%

International Equities
Datawatch

-20%
The major U.S. equity bench-
marks were down between 8%
and 11% in September, which
historically has been the worst
performing month for U.S. equi-
ties, as the Federal Reserve con-
tinued its hiking cycle, raising its
main policy rate by another
75bps to the 3%-3.25% range,
pushing borrowing costs to the
highest since 2008 and offered
few signals that it was nearing
the end of monetary tightening.
All the major indices ended the
quarter well in bear market terri-
tory, or down more than 20%
from their highs. Bond prices
also suffered from the Fed’s
hawkish stance. 

-7.67%
Japanese stocks were noticeably
down in September, with the
Nikkei 225 Index shrinking by
7.67% for the month. Japan inter-
vened in the foreign exchange
market for the first time in 24
years after the yen fell below JPY
145 versus the U.S. dollar. The
rare intervention came after the
Bank of Japan insisted it will hold
its negative-rate policy even as the
Federal Reserve hikes aggres-
sively. Currency intervention is an
extraordinary move for a country
that’s long been criticized by trad-
ing partners for tolerating or even
encouraging a weak currency to
benefit its exporters.

-3.8%
UK stocks suffered hefty de-
clines in the last week of Sep-
tember after the government
unveiled a 'mini-budget' which
proposed unfunded tax cuts. The
subsequent sell-off in gilts
forced emergency action from
the Bank of England to avoid a
systemic risk from emerging in
the UK pensions sector. On the
quarter, the FTSE 100 fell 3.8%,
extending declines to a second
straight quarter amid fears of a
hit to economic growth from
tighter monetary policy to curb
sky-high inflation. 

-7.34%
A miserable September saw the
Australian market lose 7.34%.
Every sector was in red for the
first time since March 2020.
Materials was the least-worst
performer (-2.3%), followed by
energy (-3.8%) and healthcare (-
4.4%). The biggest decliners
were utilities (-13.8%), REITs
(13.6%), followed by IT (-
10.6%) and industrials (-9.8%).
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AFRICA
USD/ZAR
Highest: 18.2243
Lowest: 16.9918
EUR/ZAR
Highest: 17.7924
Lowest: 16.9942
ASIA USD/JPY
Highest: 145.91
Lowest: 138.92
USD/CNY
Highest: 7.2506
Lowest: 6.8934
USD/HKD
Highest: 7.8502
Lowest: 7.8463
USD/INR
Highest: 82.020
Lowest: 79.010
AMERICAS
USD Index
Highest: 114.78

Lowest: 107.68
USD/CAD
Highest: 1.3840
Lowest: 1.2953
USD/MXN
Highest: 20.5810
Lowest: 19.7518
USD/BRL
Highest: 5.4300
Lowest: 5.0766
EUROPE
EUR/USD
Highest: 1.0199
Lowest: 0.9535
EUR/GBP
Highest: 0.9245
Lowest: 0.8564
GBP/USD
Highest: 1.1740
Lowest: 1.0384
USD/CHF
Highest: 0.9870

Lowest: 0.9420
MIDDLE EAST
USD/TRY
Highest: 18.6381
Lowest: 17.5405
USD/ILS
Highest: 3.5782
Lowest: 3.3252
USD/AED
Highest: 3.6734
Lowest: 3.6727
USD/SAR
Highest: 3.7668
Lowest: 3.7560
OCEANIA
AUD/USD
Highest: 0.6917
Lowest: 0.6363
NZD/USD 
Highest: 0.6162
Lowest: 0.5565

● CURRENCIES

● INTERNATIONAL
EQUITIES

● VOLATILITY 
INDICES

● COMMODITIES ●BONDS (10-year)

●MUTUAL FUNDS

●ETFs

S&P 500 SECTORS CRYPTO

AUSTRALIA
Highest: 4.153 
Lowest: 3.533 
Change: 9.655 %
AUSTRIA
Highest: 3.012
Lowest: 2.110
Change: 29.802%
BELGIUM
Highest: 2.998
Lowest: 2.131
Change: 26.706%
BRAZIL
Highest: 12.305
Lowest: 11.610
Change: -1.559%
BULGARIA
Highest: 3.000
Lowest: 2.618
Change: -0.000%
CANADA
Highest: 3.368
Lowest: 3.027
Change: 1.472%
CHINA
Highest: 2.800
Lowest: 2.623
Change: 5.021%
CROATIA
Highest: 4.059
Lowest: 2.891
Change: 37.101%
FRANCE
Highest: 2.954
Lowest: 2.084
Change: 26.558%
GERMANY

Highest: 2.3520
Lowest: 1.4740
Change: 37.3047%
GREECE
Highest: 5.089
Lowest: 4.102
Change: 17.756%
HUNGARY
Highest: 9.920
Lowest: 9.020
Change: 10.468%
INDIA
Highest: 7.423
Lowest: 7.106
Change: 2.922%
INDONESIA
Highest: 7.423
Lowest: 7.107
Change: 3.695%
ISRAEL
Highest: 3.440
Lowest: 2.918
Change: 16.392%
ITALY
Highest: 4.927
Lowest: 3.796
Change: 16.096%
JAPAN
Highest: 0.257
Lowest: 0.225
Change: 8.889%
MEXICO
Highest: 9.850
Lowest: 8.910
Change: 6.763%
NEW ZEALAND
Highest: 4.333

Lowest: 3.903
Change: 8.434%
NETHERLANDS
Highest: 2.677
Lowest: 1.802
Change: 29.754%
POLAND
Highest: 7.384
Lowest: 5.783
Change: 16.223%
PORTUGAL
Highest: 3.449
Lowest: 2.580
Change: 20.431%
QATAR
Highest: 5.016
Lowest: 3.680
Change: 27.326%
ROMANIA
Highest: 8.790
Lowest: 7.810
Change: 12.401%
RUSSIA
Highest: 11.550
Lowest: 9.240
Change: 9.130%
SOUTH AFRICA
Highest: 11.020
Lowest: 10.055
Change: 4.262%
UK
Highest: 4.5820
Lowest: 2.8240
Change: 46.3380%
USA
Highest: 4.019
Lowest: 3.174

Vanguard Total
Stock Market
Index Fund;Insti-
tutional Plus
(VSMPX)
Highest: 188.61
Lowest: 163.76
Change: -9.66%
Vanguard 500
Index Fund;Admi-
ral (VFIAX)
Highest: 380.58
Lowest: 330.83
Change: -9.61%
Fidelity 500 Index
Fund (FXAIX)
Highest: 143.09
Lowest: 124.93

Change: -9.21%
Vanguard Total
Stock Market
Index Fund;Admi-
ral (VTSAX)
Highest: 100.55
Lowest: 87.31
Change: -9.65%
Goldman Sachs
Short Duration
Government Fund
Institutional Class
(GSTGX)
Highest: 9.31
Lowest: 9.07
Change: -2.05%
American Funds
The Growth Fund

Of America
ClassA (AGTHX)
Highest: 57.62
Lowest: 50.37
Change: -8.58%
American Funds
American Bal-
anced Fund
ClassA (ABALX)
Highest: 29.35
Lowest: 26.79
Change: -7.43%
Vanguard Welling-
ton FundAdmiral
Shares(VWENX)
Highest: 72.96
Lowest: 65.89
Change: -7.60%

Note:
Monthly Average (Sept. 2022)
Source: World Bank Commodi-
ties Price Data (The Pink Sheet)

ENERGY
Coal, South Africa $/mt 321.5
Crude oil, average $/bbl 88.2
Crude oil, Brent $/bbl 90.2
Crude oil, Dubai $/bbl 97.8
Crude oil, WTI $/bbl 83.9
Natural gas, Index 2010=100
389.9
Natural gas, Europe $/mmbtu
59.10
Natural gas, U.S. $/mmbtu 7.76
Liquefied natural gas, Japan
$/mmbtu 21.70

NON ENERGY
-AGRICULTURE
--Beverages:
Cocoa $/kg 2.29
Coffee, Arabica $/kg 5.91
Coffee, Robusta $/kg 2.46
Tea, average $/kg 3.32
Tea, Colombo $/kg 4.44
Tea, Kolkata $/kg 3.15
Tea, Mombasa $/kg 2.36

-FOOD
--Oils and Meals:
Coconut oil $/mt 1,248
Fishmeal $/mt 1,623
Groundnuts $/mt 1,642
Palm oil $/mt 909
Palmkernel oil $/mt 1,249
Soybean meal $/mt 537
Soybean oil $/mt 1,548
Soybeans $/mt 664

--Grains:
Maize $/mt 312.5
Rice, Thailand 5% $/mt 439.0
Rice, Thailand 25% $/mt 428.0
Rice, Thailand A1 $/mt 423.6
Rice, Vietnam 5% $/mt 391.8
Wheat, U.S., HRW $/mt 417.9
Wheat, U.S., SRW $/mt n/a
--Other Food:

Bananas, EU $/kg 0.90
Bananas, U.S. $/kg 1.62
Meat, beef $/kg 5.65
Meat, chicken $/kg 3.31
Oranges $/kg 0.93
Shrimp $/kg 11.51
Sugar, EU $/kg 0.32
Sugar, U.S. $/kg 0.77
Sugar, World $/kg 0.39

METALS & MINERALS
Aluminum $/mt 2,228
Copper $/mt 7,749
Iron ore $/dmt 99.8
Lead $/mt 1,868
Nickel $/mt 22,858
Tin $/mt 21,145
Zinc $/mt 3,130
PRECIOUS METALS
Gold $/toz 1,681
Platinum $/toz 881
Silver $/toz 18.9

RAW MATERIALS
-Timber:
Logs, Africa $/cum 346.9
Logs, S.E. Asia $/cum 208.2
Plywood ¢/sheets 381.9
Sawnwood, Africa $/cum 543.0
Sawnwood, S.E. Asia $/cum
617.6
-Other Raw Materials:
Cotton $/kg 2.61
Rubber, RSS3 $/kg 1.48
Rubber, TSR20 $/kg 1.32

FERTILIZERS
DAP $/mt 752.0
Phosphate rock $/mt 320.0
Potassium chloride $/mt 562.5
TSP $/mt 708
Urea, E. Europe $/mt 678.0

Abbreviations: $ = US dollar bbl
=barrel cum =cubic meter dmt=
dry metric ton kg = kilogram
mmbtu = million British thermal
units mt = metric ton toz = tr 

COMMODITIES COMMENTARY

▶GOLD  

▶ SILVER            

▶ BRENT OIL    

MSCI World -9.46%
MSCI USA -9.40%
MSCI Europe ex UK -6.30% 
MSCI UK -5.20%
MSCI Japan -7.24%
MSCI Asia ex JP -12.80%
MSCI LATAM -3.37%
MSCI EM -11.90%

(Note: Index returns for Sept
in USD terms)

VIX 22.23%
VXD 14.73%
VXN 13.73%
VDAX 7.04%
Note: CBOE VIX S&P500 Op-
tions Volatility, VXD DJIAOp-
tions Volatility,VXN, NASDAQ
Index Options Volatility,
Deutsche Borse VDAX DAX
Index Options Volatility
(Monthly change % Sept) 

SPDR S&P500
(SPY)
Highest: 411.73
Lowest: 357.18
Change: -9.62%
iShares Core S&P
500 ETF (IVV)
Highest: 413.94
Lowest: 358.65
Change: -9.70%
Vanguard S&P500
ETF (VOO)
Highest: 378.51
Lowest: 328.26
Change: -9.60%

Vanguard Total
Stock Market
Index Fund ETF
Shares (VTI)
Highest: 206.99
Lowest: 179.31
Change: -9.61%
Invesco QQQ
Trust (QQQ)
Highest: 311.08
Lowest: 267.10
Change: -10.70%
Vanguard Value
Index Fund ETF
Shares(VTV)

Highest: 140.21
Lowest: 123.27
Change: -8.42%
iShares Core
MSCI EAFE ETF
(IEFA)
Highest: 60.03
Lowest: 51.97
Change: -9.64%
iShares Core U.S.
Aggregate Bond
ETF (AGG)
Highest: 100.67
Lowest: 95.38
Change: -4.34%

S&P500 
-9.34%
Cons Disc 
-8.09% 
Cons Stap 
-8.33%
Energy 
-9.68%
Financials
-7.93%
Real Estate
-13.64%

Health Care
-2.74%
Industrials 
-10.56%
Materials
-9.62%
Tech 
-12%
Utilities
-11.55%
Comm Serv
-12.16%

(Note1M% Sept.2022 )

BTC/USD -3.1%
ETH/USD -14.56%
USDT/USD 0.0200%
USDC/USD -0.0100%
BNB/USD 2.08%
XRP/USD 46.41%
SOL/USD 5.490%
ADA/USD -2.5555%
DOT/USD n/a

Gold 

$/toz  1,681

Silver 

$/toz  18.9

▶ WTI OIL 

Crude Oil WTI

$/bbl  83.9

Crude Oil BREND

$/bbl  90.2

Energy prices fell 5.1% in September, led by a
6.5% decline in crude oil, the World Bank’s Pink
Sheet reported. Non-energy prices jumped 2.4%,
with nearly all sub-groups moving higher.  Agri-
cultural prices gained 2.7%. Food prices in-
creased 3.5% in September, led by oils and meals
(+6.9%) and grains (+4.3%). Beverages and raw
materials rose 1.8% and 0.9%, respectively. Fer-
tilizer prices gained 1.2%, led by increases in
Phosphate rock and TSP. Large shifts in the de-
mand and supply of commodities, along with
price booms and busts and differing long term
trends, pose challenges for commodity-exporting
emerging market and developing economies
(EMDEs). Commodities are critical sources of
revenue for almost two-thirds of EMDEs, and
their macroeconomic performance is heavily
linked to commodity price changes.

Commodity prices
mixed: energy down,
non-energy up

John Baffes
Senior Agriculture Economist, 
Development Economics World
Bank's Prospects Group
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